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Overview



(i) explicit and rigorous definitions for filtering and averaging 
operations, clearly delineating what is meant by “mean”;

We note that isosurfaces of G need not be isotropic nor 

follow Cartesian directions


—indeed it is often useful for other choices to be made.

ESC: Explicit



Coarse vs. Fine S. Ocean Eddies

Bishop, S.P., Gent, P.R., Bryan, F.O., Thompson, A.F., Long, M.C. and Abernathey, R., 2016. Southern Ocean overturning 
compensation in an eddy-resolving climate simulation. Journal of physical oceanography, 46(5), pp.1575-1592.





Standing vs. Transient Eddies

Bishop, S.P., Gent, P.R., Bryan, F.O., Thompson, A.F., Long, M.C. and Abernathey, R., 2016. Southern Ocean overturning 
compensation in an eddy-resolving climate simulation. Journal of physical oceanography, 46(5), pp.1575-1592.

Time mean

Time & zonal mean

Standing eddy

Transient eddy

Often these

two are 


parameterized

together!





Depth-Integrated Energy Budgets: 
Layered vs. Thickness-Weighted



ii) a flexible approach to stochastic modeling that relaxes the 
unrealistic constraints implicit in existing parameterizations on 
eddy path smoothness and dependence on local conditions

This is of course the primary research topic of STUOD.

We look forward to learning from you & thinking about 


implementations of your insights.

ESC: Stochastic



ESC: Stochastic
ii) a flexible approach to stochastic modeling that relaxes the 
unrealistic constraints implicit in existing parameterizations on 
eddy path smoothness and dependence on local conditions

One test:  Weiner vs. fractional Brownian vs. Matérn 

Eddies

Many eddy “diffusivities” (resulting in deterministic, 
diffusive PDEs for tracers) are constructed from


Fokker-Planck equations of Weiner processes, as in the 
long timescale limit studied by Taylor (1921).


However, observations of ocean eddies reveal another 
story…





ESC: Coordinate-independent
(iii) the use of coordinate-independent representations to express 
the physical essence of parameterizations free from any 
particular choice of model geometry, together with formal rules 
for realizing each formulation in any given coordinate system



ESC: Coordinate-independent
(iii) the use of coordinate-independent representations to express 
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An Example:

A transverse-isotropic 
diffusivity

In Cartesian coords, 

Equals Redi form



ESC: Coordinate-independent
(iii) the use of coordinate-independent representations to express 
the physical essence of parameterizations free from any 
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An Example:

Such corrections become increasingly important with 
higher-order numerical discretization



ESC: Coordinate-independent
(iii) the use of coordinate-independent representations to express 
the physical essence of parameterizations free from any 
particular choice of model geometry, together with formal rules 
for realizing each formulation in any given coordinate system

We can apply the coordinate-independent forms of fluid dynamics 
developed for astrophysics and cosmology.  However, to arrive at 
the equations meaningful for use in oceanography, we need:

1) Rotating coordinates, not inertial frame

2) Easy application of hydrostatic, Boussinesq, other approx.

3) Differential geometry interpretations that are easy to use with complex 

shapes, e.g., density & pressure coordinates

4) Automatic evaluation of difficult quantities, e.g., Christoffel symbols (xAct)
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